Calls for Service

Data Collection & Analysis Diagram

Durham Police
Department’s Computer
Aided Dispatch (CAD)
System collects data

CAD System sends the
calls for service data to
the Calls For Service (CFS)
Analytics (web-based tool)

Data downloaded
from CFS Analytics
by Brian (see list of
extract variables)

ACC
Data sent to DHCI
for Analysis with
the Activity Index

E4

Data Collected from
the E4

TEMP

The raw EDA signal is
decomposed into
two frequency bands
Data averaged
over nonoverlapping 20second windows

Data is then linked to
other timestamped
data sets

The three axes of
accelerometer data is
condensed to a single
activity parameter
reflecting overall level of
motion at the wrist

Data sent to EAPD
for cleaning and
filtering

EDA

Research team then uses
CFS Analytics to
automatically identify and
timestamp officer activity

0-0.04 Hz to
capture the
baseline value or
general trend

The slope of the baseline EDA was
also computed on two different
time windows to capture change in
baseline EDA.

The magnitude of the time-varying
component of the EDA signal was captured
using the root mean square value of the
0.04-0.4 Hz signal

0.04-0.4 Hz band
to capture the
fluctuations in
EDA around this
baseline value

From the baseline signal, an
average EDA baseline value over
the 20-second time window is
computed

The average baseline value is then
normalized using both a difference and a zscore based on the previous 20-minute time
segment

This rms EDA
value is also
normalized
using a
difference and
z-score from the
previous 20
minutes

BVP
HR

IBI is visually
insepcted

Provide qualitative
assessment of IBI
signal fidelity for
each subject

Quantify: Longest
segment of valid data;
Mean & SD of the
duration of “gaps” in IBI
signal

Automatic Vehicle Locator

IBI

Time

AVL data Collected

Raw AVL data
sent to GIS (see
list of extracted
variables)

Latitude

Spatial data
processed and
sent to Stats

Longitude

Multimedia Appendix 1. Data model illustrating the concurrent acquisition of biometric, operational, and spatial data,
and the processing pathways for each data type for the Biometrics & Policing Demonstration pilot project.

The level of EDA
fluctuation is
captured by
counting the
number of peaks
in the 20-second
window exceeding
specified
thresholds

Events noted in the
police log are reported
on the same 20-second
time scale (19 metrics
are computed on the
20-second nonoverlapping windows –
see list of extracted
variables)

Statistician reviews and processes
multiple data streams (see variable
list for combined analyses)

